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Purchase. Hook up was as easy as any other installation harness. Match the colored wires and
plug in the harness to the factory adapter. What I wish they would have done was add some
super strong Velcro with this kit, fortunately I had some so it wasn't a problem. Screwing in the
tone box in the location that I wanted was next to impossible so sticking it on was really my
only option, letting it just hang wherever was not. Most of the factory warning chimes remain
and in the location I put the box in they are all heard loud and clear. However the one I wish was
there that didn't seem to make the cut is where you push the lock button once I have an '04
Aztek to activate the alarm a chime goes off and have the locks auto lock after you close the
door. Now I just push the button twice to make sure it locks. Over all though a great installation
harness, easy to use and does what it says it's suppose to do. One person found this helpful. It
was the perfect gift! I was surprised to find out the stereo somehow controlled the dinger. I was
equally surprised to find wiring harnesses were hard to find, and that this one was so
expensive. After reading I was skeptical, but it's worth it! All too easy to forget about your
headlights! This does what it's supposed to, dings just like the factory one, and the stereo even
keeps going until you open the door like the stock one! Overall I'm pretty pleased! Great
harness, I rewired my system because the audio shop lied and told me I had to keep my factory
radio in the truck but this harness worked better than keeping my factory radio, Impala SS no on
star, the harness brought back the ding alert noise and also your radio remains on without the
key in the ignition and shuts off once you open a door to exit the vehicle. Kinda pricey, but
Super easy to install. Everything works like stock now. The product works great in my Grand
Am. It even has a lead for the factory amp. All chimes work through the included speaker.
Works great easy to install. Chimes work great. And even when I pull my keys out of the ignition
radio stays on until I open my door! Cheaper than walmart,and gotta have it if you have
''security''system on your gm. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: gm connector , gm radio. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
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reply. Scosche Gma Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified pleasing pictorial

representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the gift and signal contacts between the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives
counsel more or less the relative slope and promise of devices and terminals upon the devices,
to back up in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would law more detail of the
visceral appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to play up
interconnections higher than instinctive appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to make certain that every the links have been made and that
anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams measure the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and unshakable electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use okay symbols for wiring devices,
usually alternative from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
lonesome enactment where something is to be installed, but along with what type of device is
swine installed. For example, a surface ceiling lighthearted is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling lighthearted has a different symbol, and a surface fluorescent vivacious has other
symbol. Each type of switch has a substitute tale and consequently realize the various outlets.
There are symbols that affect the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
approve connection of the dwelling to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will
as well as count up panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special services such as ember alarm or closed circuit television or new special services.
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only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
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analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses
cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you
wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. German "go to" equatorial mount, two separable parts body, exclusive
10Micron HPS technology with absolute axis-encoders and high performances motor drives;
payload capacity of 50 Kg lbs. Evolving perfection. The GM HPS II Combi mount, is built for the
demanding observer using photographic instruments up to a weight of 50kg â€” lbs
counterweights not included. Movements are driven by two servo brushless motors , with
timing belt reduction having zero backlash. Both axes feature a classic worm â€” wormwheel
pairing. The wormwheels are made of bronze B14 , with a diameter of mm and teeth, while the
worms are made of alloy steel with a diameter of 24mm. The axes themselves are made of 50mm
diameter alloy steel, for the maximum rigidity. The electronics is housed in an independent
control box, easily removable. The connections of the mount and keypad feature secutiry lock
screws. The mount can be controlled using the included keypad, without connecting an external
PC. The keypad is built in order to maintain the maximum readability in all lighting conditions.
Both the display and the ergonomic keys, allowing for the use of gloves, feature a red backlight.
An heater keeps the display warm for usage below freezing temperatures. The mount can be
controlled using the most common software packages by connecting it to a PC with the RS
serial port or the Ethernet connection, via the 10micron ASCOM driver or the Meade compatible
command protocol. The RS port can also be used to control an external dome. The object
database contains many star catalogs and deep-sky objects up to the 16th magnitude. Solar
system objects can be tracked so that their motion is compensated with respect to the stars.
You may load orbital elements of comets, asteroids and artificial satellites into the mount, so
that these objects can be tracked directly using the keypad without any external PC. Pointing is
made accurate through the usage of a model containing up to stars, which allows for the
correction of the classical polar alignment and conic errors, and also of the most important
flexure terms of the optical tube. In this way it is possible to obtain pointing accuracies of the
order of 20 arcseconds RMS. The same model can be used in order to obtain the maximum
tracking accuracy, compensating also for the atmospheric refraction depending on the local
atmospheric pressure and temperature. A series of auxiliary functions is provided to help the

user for quick aligning the mount to the celestial pole. You may also save and recover the
alignment data of different observing sessions. This function is very useful if you have many
instruments in different setups, each one requiring different flexure corrections. In this way any
object can be tracked for at least four hours. The tracking accuracy makes autoguiding not
necessary for many uses. The absolute encoders on both axes allows to obtain a typical
tracking error below 1 arcsecond. The guide rate can be automatically corrected for the
declination of the target, so that there is no need of recalibrating the autoguide when observing
at different declinations. Among the other functions, you will find the electronically-assisted
balance and the ability of parking the mount in different user-defined positions. Designed for
field use, the ultraportable version is easily divided into two parts. All electrical connections are
made automatically when assembling the mount. Shipping options and prices may vary
depending on the total value of your order. Your final shipping price will be determined at
checkout. Options shown are based on your estimated location. Download Upgrade
instructions. Supported cameras Compare editions. Shop by Categories Shop by Brands.
Shipping Return Policy. Typographical errors. This site uses cookies to offer your a better
browsing experience. You can adjust your cookie settings. By closing this banner, scrolling this
page, clicking a link or continuing to browse otherwise, you agree to the use of cookies, our
Privacy Policy , and our Terms of Use. Quantity Required. Add to cart. Product Information
Specification. Solar system: Sun, Moon, planets, asteroids, comets, artificial satellites.
Equatorial and altazimuth coordinates. User defined objects, fast slewing positions. Remote
Assist via Internet connection. Wi-Fi included to control the mount via Tablet, Smartphone etc.
Shipping Options Shipping options and prices may vary depending on the total value of your
order. Contact Us. Sign In Register. Important Information This site uses cookies to offer your a
better browsing experience. I accept. German Equatorial Mount. Weight, Combi version mount.
Instrument payload capacity. Latitude range. Azimuth fine adjustment range. Counterweight
shaft. Pre-loaded tapered roller bearing. Worm wheels. Transmission system. Backlash-free
system with timing belt and automatic backlash recovery. Power supply. Power consumption.
Go-to speed. Pointing accuracy. Average tracking accuracy. Security stop. Operational
temperature range standard. Storage temperature range. Special operational temperature range.
Communication ports. Firmware features. PC control. This listing is for part or sub-assembly
number given below only. The GM General Motors Interface allows you to retain existing safety
features, warning indicators and other functionality when upgrading to an aftermarket radio. GM
preserves a healthy status in internal diagnostics by sending the proper data commands to your
vehicle's ECM Electronics Control Module. We also sell complete install packages radios,
speakers, etc. NOTE: We advise that you retain all factory screws or other fasteners when
removing the factory radio as these may be needed when installing your new aftermarket stereo
system. Depending upon vehicle configuration other fasteners may be required. Volunteer
Audio has been a family owned and operated, car-audio-installation and retail business since
Also, we have been a top-rated eBay seller since We guarantee you can feel secure in your
purchase! We are Authorized On-Line Retailers for the brands we sell. You are protected from
receiving grey-market, damaged, or altered products that may be available at other stores or
websites. Thanks to our loyal customers, business has grown! In the car audio brands we carry,
we have become the largest eBay seller in the South East region! In addition to our experienced
sales and customer service team, Volunteer Audio has MECP Mobile Electronics Certified
Professional technicians and installers on staff to assist you with technical questions. If for
some reason you aren't happy with an item you purchased and want to return it, we make
returns, refunds, and exchanges easy. Any complete, like-new item returned within 60 days may
be returned for a full refund less our shipping costs. NOTE: Returns eligible for shipping
reimbursement will only be compensated up to the amount of standard rates. Volunteer Audio
will not reimburse the cost of any express mail or parcel service. You must contact Volunteer
Tech Support for authorization before returning any defective items. Defective or damaged
items may be replaced or refunded. If you receive a small broken part we will require a picture of
the damage prior to shipping a replacement. If you receive a defective electronic item it will
have to be returned to us prior to sending the replacement. Within 60 days of purchase, we will
pay shipping costs to send a replacement item to you. After 60 days , we warranty the item for
up to 1 year. Buyer will pay all shipping costs from days 61â€” All returned items must include
the original packaging and all contents packaging material, adapters, harnesses, manuals, etc.
If returned items are not in like-new condition, Volunteer Audio reserves the right to refuse a
return, or charge a restocking fee. Items not in like-new condition, including but not limited to:
items missing original product packaging, used items, installed items, abused or physically
damaged items, items missing parts, damaged packaging and items damaged due to improper
return packaging, and items with a different or defaced serial number. Works as described,

maintaining oem functions of 05 Silverado. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
shelbysmom Will be perfect for my grandson's radio. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new
Sold by: volaudio. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information volaudio Contact
seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check
out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to customs
processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can offer
more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Oliver Springs,
Tennessee, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Estimated between Fri. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new
window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of
acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by volaudio. Product Image. Product
Description The GM General Motors Interface allows you to retain existing safety features,
warning indicators and other functionality when upgrading to an aftermarket radio. Notes We
also sell complete install packages radios, speakers, etc. Volunteer Audio Welcome to our eBay
store! Thanks for shopping with us! Payment Procedure After adding all your items to the eBay
cart and verifying your order, or after clicking the Buy It Now button click the Checkout button
to be taken to our secure checkout system. Pay for your purchase using your PayPal account.
You will receive a confirmation message to your eBay account and also to your email address. If
paying by the e-check option, please keep in mind that it can take 4 â€”10 business days to
clear. We ship only to the address provided on your PayPal account. Sales Tax For shipments
to Tennessee addresses, we are required by State law to collect 9. The choice of shipping
service depends upon the weight of the item. We strive to ship out all orders within 24 â€” 48
hours Monday â€” Friday of the transaction being completed. You have the option to upgrade
the shipping method if you choose. If you choose First-Class Mail the least expensive it may
take up to 60 business days and possibly longer for the item to be delivered. There is no
tracking service provided for First-Class international shipments; there is only a customs
number that informs when the item leaves the United States. Please Note! Kentucky will appear
on your shipping labels. There will be two tracking numbers provided: 1. Domestic Tracking
number and 2. We will be happy to answer your questions or help you get the right part the first
time. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified
shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping
method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in
a new window or tab. There are 10 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Estimated between Wed.
Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No

returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new
window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most
relevant reviews. Excellent quality Works as described, maintaining oem functions of 05
Silverado. X Previous image. Car radio adapter Will be perfect for my grandson's radio X
Previous image. Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Customer reviews. Write a review. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. See All
Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with JavaScript. Disabling it will result
in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product.
Top positive review. Reviewed in the United States on July 27, Hook up was as easy as any
other installation harness. Match the colored wires and plug in the harness to the factory
adapter. What I wish they would have done was add some super strong Velcro with this kit,
fortunately I had some so it wasn't a problem. Screwing in the tone box in the location that I
wanted was next to impossible so sticking it on was really my only option, letting it just hang
wherever was not. Most of the factory warning chimes remain and in the location I put the box in
they are all heard loud and clear. However the one I wish was there that didn't seem to make the
cut is where you push the lock button once I have an '04 Aztek to activate the alarm a chime
goes off and have the locks auto lock after you close the door. Now I just push the button twice
to make sure it locks. Over all though a great installation harness, easy to use and does what it
says it's suppose to do. One person found this helpful. Top critical review. Reviewed in the
United States on February 1, My chimes are produced by a small device in or near the computer
at the passenger kick panel. The return went very well! Had it been the correct unit, I'm sure I'd
have been happy with it. Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All reviewers
Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star
only All positive All critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews only Text,
image, video. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. From the
United States. Verified Purchase. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading
comments right now. It was the perfect gift! I was surprised to find out the stereo somehow
controlled the dinger. I was equally surprised to find wiring harnesses were hard to find, and
that this one was so expensive. After reading I was skeptical, but it's worth it! All too easy to
forget about your headlights! This does what it's supposed to, dings just like the factory one,
and the stereo even keeps going until you open the door like the stock one! Overall I'm pretty
pleased! Great harness, I rewired my system because the audio shop lied and told me I had to
keep my factory radio in the truck but this harness worked better than keeping my factory radio,
Impala SS no on star, the harness brought back the ding alert noise and also your radio remains
on without the key in the ignition and shuts off once you open a door to exit the vehicle. Kinda
pricey, but Super easy to install. Everything works like stock now. The product works great in
my Grand Am. It even has a lead for the factory amp. All chimes work through the included
speaker. Works great easy to install. Chimes work great. And even when I pull my keys out of
the ignition radio stays on until I open my door! Cheaper than walmart,and gotta have it if you
have ''security''system on your gm. I just purchased this gm Connector for my Chevy trailblazer
and it mad the installation on my aftermarket player easy to connect and install and it does keep
all the safety features that is needed. Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that
you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Need customer service?
Click here. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime.
Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Get More. Students, Universities,
Astronomers work with 10Micron professional telescope mounts everywhere in the world, every
night. Read More. August 21th the Solar Eclipse is getting close â€¦â€¦â€¦. These cordura, light
bags are designed to recycle the shapedâ€¦. Visit website. Innovation and leadership Continuos
evolution Cutting-edge performances Made in Italy - Worldwide distribution. Students,

Universities, Astronomers work with 10Micron professional telescope mounts everywhere in the
world, every night Get More. New catalogs New catalogs! With all the new products and
updatedâ€¦. New Double carrying bag GM These cordura, light bags are designed to recycle the
shapedâ€¦. Astrofest â€” London Visit Astrofest in London and see our products! Website in
French Language We are glad to introduce the French version of ourâ€¦. New forum 10Micron
We are glad to introduce our new forum, which offersâ€¦. New 10Micron website We are very
excited to announce the launch of ourâ€¦. Distributors Installations. Austria: Teleskop Service
Austria Visit website. V Kuringersteenweg 44, Hasselt, Belgio Visit website. Doumer B.
Germany: Alluna Optics Dr. Switzerland: P. Australia: A. China: Beijing Fingertip Astronomical
Technology north jianguomen street, dongcheng district, Beijing Visit website. Taiwan: Nick
Enterprise Co. Not just will it enable you to accomplish your required results more quickly, but
additionally make the complete procedure simpler for everybody. This book can demonstrate to
be the perfect tool for all individuals who desire to create a well-organized and well-planned
operating atmosphere. Wiring Diagram arrives with a number of easy to follow Wiring Diagram
Guidelines. It is intended to help all the average person in building a correct program. These
guidelines will probably be easy to grasp and implement. Using this guide, you will be in a
position to find out how each and every component needs to be linked as well as the exact
actions you need to get to be able to successfully complete a specific job. Wiring Diagram
consists of several in depth illustrations that show the relationship of various things. It contains
instructions and diagrams for different types of wiring strategies and other items like lights,
home windows, and so on. Each one of such tips are illustrated with useful illustrations. Wiring
Diagram not just gives detailed illustrations of everything you can perform, but also the
methods you need to stick to whilst carrying out so. Furthermore, Wiring Diagram gives you the
time frame by which the assignments are for being finished. You will be able to understand
precisely once the assignments ought to be accomplished, that makes it much easier to suit
your needs to correctly handle your time. Wiring diagram also gives helpful recommendations
for projects which may need some added gear. This e-book even contains ideas for additional
supplies that you may require to be able to finish your projects. It will be in a position to supply
you with extra equipment like conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, and so on. Wiring
Diagram consists of both examples and step-by-step guidelines that would permit you to truly
build your project. Wiring Diagrams are designed to be easy to comprehend and easy to
construct. You can always rely on Wiring Diagram as an essential reference that may assist you
to preserve time and mon
1978 ford f250 service manual
rv battery box
vw engine wiring diagram
ey. Furthermore, this book offers useful suggestions for a lot of different projects that you
simply will probably be able to finish. With this kind of an illustrative guide, you are going to
have the ability to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your assignments with ease. Buy Here
Ballast Wiring Diagramballast wiring diagram â€” You will need a comprehensive, professional,
and easy to comprehend Wiring Diagram. With such an illustrative guide, you will be able to
troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your projects easily. Not only will it assist you to attainâ€¦.
With this kind of an illustrative guidebook, you are going to be capable of troubleshoot, avoid,
and complete your projectsâ€¦. Scosche Wiring Harness Gm â€” All Wiring Diagram Data â€”
Scosche Gm Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram not just gives detailed illustrations of everything
you can perform, but also the methods you need to stick to whilst carrying out so. Gallery of
Scosche Gm Wiring Diagram. Dodge Ram Wiring Harness Diagram.

